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Abstract. It is conjectured that the effects of reduction, which occur with the
individual wavepackets in a system of two separated though entangled packets,
occur simultaneously in the center frame (properly defined) of the entangled
packets. Existing experiments are compatible with this type of nonlocality. Further
experimental tests are suggested.
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That the effects of reduction (collapse) on two spatially separated but entangled
wavepackets occur at spacelike distances in the laboratory frame has been shown
in many experiments with two photon packets. This is the quantum mechanical
nonlocality. The experiments [1] - [4] moreover showed that any hypothetical
influence of one reduction effect on the other in some other frame would have to
proceed at a speed that exceeds the speed of light c by at least a factor of about
104 .
What is the exact value of that speed? At present there is no answer to that
question. An interesting proposal is that the speed is infinite, in other words: that
there is a reference frame where the two reduction effects occur simultaneously
[5]. Indeed several candidates have been considered in the literature. In [7] the lab
frame, the frame of the massive device that triggers the reduction, and the cosmic
background radiation frame were considered, without definite conclusion however.
As quantum nonlocality anyway implies some violation of special relativity theory a
rather drastic proposal is to replace the Lorentz transformation by the Tangherlini
transformation [8]. Then simultaneity becomes frame independent, and the question
of a preferred reference frame becomes meaningless.
In this note another proposal is advanced, which is motivated by the concept that
a system of entangled wavepackets (an entangled system, for short) is a fundamental
region of space [6, Secs. 2.3, 3.1]: simultaneity occurs in the ‘center frame’ SC of the
entangled wavepackets and is restricted to the interior of the entangled system. The
origin of this frame is defined as the mean position, with a wave function which
describes the entangled system, for example:
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-2If in the center frame SC the two reduction effects are connected by a hypothetical
velocity uC forming an angle αC with the relative velocity v between SC and the lab
frame SL , then within the lab frame the hypothetical velocity uL forming an angle
αL with v is [9]:
u2L =

u2C + v 2 + 2uC v cos αC − [(uC v/c) sin αC ]2
[1 + (uC v/c2 ) cos αC ]2
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Simultaneity in the center frame means uC = ∞, and formulas (2) and (3) turn into
u2L =

c4 1 − [(v/c) sin αC ]2
v2
cos2 αC

(4)

q

tan αL = tan αC 1 − (v/c)2 ,

(v 6= c).

(5)

The inverse formulas are obtained by replacing v by −v.
Some special cases are:
(i) αC = 0◦

=⇒ uL = c2 /v, αL = 0◦ ,

(ii) v = c
=⇒ uL = c,
(iii) v = 0
=⇒ uL = ∞, αL = αC ,
(iv) v 6= c, αC = 90◦ =⇒ uL = ∞, αL = 90◦ ,

de Broglie waves (‘waves
of simultaneity’ [10]).

(‘transverse simultaneity’).

The hypothetical velocity uL in the lab frame lies between c and ∞, depending
on the values of v and αC . The values of v and αL are determined by the direction
of each of the two wavepackets at the moment of the first reduction effect in the
lab frame. In the actual experiments [1 - 4] uL > c is confirmed, and there is no
indication of an upper limit to it. In [3] it was v = 0, so that (iii) yields indeed
uL = ∞. In [1, 2, 4] the angle αL is 90◦ due to the symmetric arrangement of
the receivers with respect to the source. Thus according to (iv) αC is also 90◦ and
uL = ∞.
Though the experiments do not contradict the present proposal, the available
data do not suffice to definitely confirm it. If it is possible to determine uL , one way
to achieve a confirmation would be to calculate uL (αL ) by (4) and (5) as a function
of v and αC and to compare this kind of dependence with the measured values.
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